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‘Music hath Charms’: the musical life of the University

Music as an academic subject has formed a part of university life since the early days of the
institution, growing from a small department in the early part of the twentieth century to the
international faculty that we see today. Since the inception of the Hartley Institution in 1862,
the University Library Special Collections has acquired a select range of collections relating
to music that support research activities: the most significant manuscript collection probably
being that of the conducting scores of Gustav Mahler. Musical activities, particularly in terms
of social events and performances, also have been a regular fixture of university life. Groups
such as the Operatic Society and the Choral and Orchestral Society have performed shows at
the University for decades, while the Student Union has been the hub of music entertainment
and social events, with many major bands and performers appearing. The construction of the
Turner Sims Concert Hall on campus in the 1970s added a further dimension to the musical
life of the University, providing a purpose built performance space for professional concerts
as well as for teaching.

Case 1: Music at the University
Music has been taught since the early part of the twentieth century, when it formed part of
the curriculum for teachers training at University College, Southampton.[2] George Leake,
who was the organist at St Mary’s Church, Southampton, was made the first Professor of
Music in 1920 and saw his department given faculty status in 1924. 

The Special Collections in the Hartley Library is home to a select range of manuscript and
rare book collections relating to music that provide the basis of teaching and research.
Probably the most significant acquisition has been that of the conducting scores of Gustav
Maher, given to the University by his daughter, Anna.[3] Items such as the score
commemorating the battle of Waterloo[4] reflect other important research collections held at
the University, in this case the papers of the first Duke of Wellington. 2015 marks the
bicentenary of Waterloo and there will events organised by the University relating to this.

Music as a social activity has formed a significant part of student life through the decades,
including through the work of musical societies[5] or the events and concerts hosted by the
Students Union. The Turner Sims Concert Hall has been, since its construction in 1970s, the
venue for concerts by an array of professional musicians as well as for masterclasses and
teaching activities.[7] 

1. Score for “Sleep, my little one!”: music by George Leake, the University’s first Professor
of Music
MS 101/6 UNI/2/7/43
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2. Exam timetable, 1915, and Advanced music exam paper, 1915, taken by students training
to be teachers at the University College
MS 310/61 A4023/3/3

3. Leaf number III from a sketch for part of the third movement of Gustav Mahler’s Ninth
Symphony, c.1908-9
MS 22 (M 302.B4) add

Written between 1908 and 1909, this was the last symphony that Mahler completed. The
symphony has been the subject of much analysis. Discussions have focused on the
connection between Mahler’s Ninth Symphony and Tchaikovsky’s Sixth Symphony
(Pathétique), as the shape of the two are similar, and whether Mahler’s Ninth should be
considered his farewell symphony. While some commentators have suggested that it is not,
there is evidence that Mahler considered it so: the last movement of Das Lied von der Erde is
called ‘The Farewell’ and the lyrics are about the bittersweet farewell of two friends parting.
The music reflects this sadness and certainly "farewell" looms large in Das Lied's finale. 

4. A manuscript programme of music, for the pianoforte, commemorating the battle of
Waterloo by Juan Ferro: ‘La terrible batalla de la Bella Alianza en los dias 16 y 18 del mes
de Junio de 1815 puesta en musica par pianoforte dedicada al Exmo. señor D. Pedro Ceballos
Ministro de Estado de S.M.C. ofrece humilde este reverente obsequio Juan Ferro’
‘El dia 16 manda el Duque de Weligton reuniir su ex[erci]to en el punto llamado Quatro
Brazos ... y el en persona se dirige a dicho punto. A su llegada encuentra al Principe de
Orange que con una division entretiene al enemigo. Llega la division del General Picton con
la que mantiene el lor un combate desigua contra mas de 30 M enemigos...’ etc. 
The manuscript is probably a fair copy made in the period 1815-30.
MS 233/2

5. Photograph of an “old students” concert, March 1913
MS 310/61 A4023/1

6. Goblio one of the student magazines, 1951
MS 224/16 A943/8

7. Three photographs of master classes for music students using the Turner Sims Concert
Hall, 1990s
MS 1/Phot/19/299

Case 2: Mahler conducting scores
The Gustav Mahler conducting scores is probably the most significant of the music
manuscript collections held by the Special Collections. This collection is made up of a group
of forty-two conducting scores formerly owned by Gustav Mahler and his daughter Anna,
including many owned when he was based in Vienna. Mahler, like many conductors of his
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era, made alterations to scores in his repertoire. The ones on display here bear his annotations
made in the process of conducting, as with the Beethoven scores,[8-9] or whilst reworking
his own compositions.[10]

8. Beethoven, Ludwig van (Symphony no.9 in D minor (“Choral”), op.125)
Neunte Symphonie, mid Schlusschor über Schiller’s Ode an die Freude, (von) L. van
Beethoven. op.125 (Leipzig, Peters [18- ]) Pl. no.5450
Full score with many annotations by Mahler
MS 22 (M 302.B4): 73-032425

9. Beethoven, Ludwig van (Symphony no.9 in D minor (“Choral”), op.125)
Neunte Symphonie, mid Schlusschor über Schiller’s Ode an die Freude, (von) L. van
Beethoven. op.125 Neu revidierte Ausg. (Leipzig, Peters [18- ]) Pl. no.8814
Full score, with Mahler’s markings entered by a copyist.
MS 22 (M 302.B4): 73-032434 

The two copies of the Beethoven score provide an insight into Mahler’s approach to
conducting the Ninth Symphony. The first[8] has detailed annotations in Mahler’s own hand
and it has been suggested that this was a working copy with new ideas for instrumentation.
The second score[9] seems to be a fair copy with changes entered by a copyist and the two
scores are not consistent.1

10. Mahler, Gustav (Symphony no. 1 in D major) 
Symphonie No. 1 in D-dur, von Gustav Mahler. first edition (Wien, J. Weinberger [1898]) Pl.
no.1
Full score with Mahler’s markings, including minor instrumental changes on pp.3-4 and the
repeat of the first movement exposition, pp.8-17
MS 22 (M 302.M2): 73-032779

This symphony was composed between 1886 and 1888, although it is generally considered
that the bulk of the composition took place early in 1888. It incorporated ideas and themes
from earlier works. Having had a poor reception on its first performances, Mahler undertook
major revisions of the score.

11. Mahler, Gustav (Symphony no. 4 in G major)
Vierte Symphonie in G dur, von Gustav Mahler. Partitur (Wien, Universal [1906]) Pl. no.
U.E.2944
MS 22 (M 302.M2): 73-032751

The Fourth Symphony is considered as Mahler’s most accessible. Yet the structure is
anything but simple with a fourth movement that appears to have the basis of thematic

 See D McCaldin ‘Mahler and Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony’ in Proceedings of the1

Royal Musical Association vol. 107 (1980-1) pp. 101-10 for a full analysis of the two scores.
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elements found in the preceding three movements. The reason for this might be that the
fourth movement was composed first by Mahler, in 1892, at the time he was reworking his
First Symphony. This was well before he started to work on the earlier movements; the
Fourth Symphony was not completed until 1900. 

Case 3: Turner Sims performances
John Samuel Garfield, MB, MA, Mchir, FRCS, FRCP, RAMC, was born in London in 1930.
He was educated at Emmanuel College, Cambridge, and St Mary’s where he qualified as a
doctor in 1954. John Garfield worked as a consultant neurosurgeon at Wessex Neurological
Centre, 1968-92, and was an emeritus consultant, 1992-2008. He was chairman of the
Wessex Regional Medical Advisory Committee, 1983-7, and President of the Society of
British Neurological Surgeons, 1990-2. John Garfield is also a photographer who has
exhibited regularly since 1981 and is the author of a number of books of photography. The
photographs here reflect his work chronicling images of music: he has photographed
performers at the Turner Sims Concert Hall, Southampton, between 1996 and 2009.

12. Allegri String Quartet, 13-17 February 1996
MS 388 A4033/1

Gregorio Allegri (1582-1652) is perhaps best-known for his setting of Psalm 51. Amongst
Allegri’s other compositions, however, is a Sonata a quattro for two violins, viola and cello,
which, it has been claimed, is the first-ever piece for string quartet in the form familiar today.
Thus when in 1953 four front-rank string-players decided to swap orchestral life for playing
in a quartet, their choice of the name Allegri seemed appropriate.

Peter Carter (violin) was born in South Africa in 1935 and is a fourth generation professional
musician. He became the leader of the Allegri Quartet in 1976.
David Roth (violin) was born in Stockton-upon-Teas in 1936. He was deputy leader of the
Northern Sinfonia before becoming second violin of the Allegri in 1968.
Jonathan Barrit (viola) was born in Belfast and became the co-principal of the English
Chamber Orchestra in 1988. He joined the Allegri String Orchestra in 1995.
Bruno Schrecker (cello) was born in Frankfurt in 1928, but moved to the UK in 1935. He
joined the Allegri in 1967.
Guest Natalie Clein (cello) was born in 1977 and was Eurovision Young Musician of the
Year in 1994. She made her London debut in 1996.

13. Anne Murray, soprano, and Peter Donohue, piano, 16 February 2001
MS 388 A4033/2

The mezzo-soprano Ann Murray was born in Dublin and studied with Frederick Cox at the
Royal Manchester College of Music. She has established close links with both the English
National Opera and with the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden. In 1997 Ann Murray was
made an Honorary Doctor of Music by the National University of Ireland and in 1999 an
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Honorary Fellow of the Royal Academy of Music. In the 2002 she was appointed an
honorary Dame Commander of the Order of the British Empire.
Peter Dononhoe was born in Manchester in 1953 and studied at the Royal College of Music.
Since his success at the International Tchaikovsky Competition in 1982 he has developed a
distinguished career in Europe, USA, the Far East and Australia.

14. London Mozart Players Chamber Ensemble with Pascal Rogé piano, 6 April 2001
MS 388 A4033/2

The London Mozart Players Chamber Ensemble consists of principal members of the London
Mozart Players, which is Britain’s longest-established chamber orchestra. The Ensemble first
appeared in 1985 at the Queen Elizabeth Hall, London. It appears in different combinations
of strings, woodwind and brass players.

David Juritz (first violin) is one of the most versatile violinists currently working in the UK.
He was born in Cape Town, South Africa and, after winning a scholarship from the
Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music, came to London to study at the Royal
College of Music. From 1991 to 2010 he was the leader of the London Mozart Players.
Judith Busbridge (viola) graduated in Music from Birmingham University and completed
her viola studies with Thomas Riebl in Salzburg. She was principal viola in the London
Mozart Players and since September 2013 she has been one of the principal violas with the
Orchestra of the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden.
Sebastian Comberti (cello) was born in London and studied in Italy and later with Derek
Simpson and Sidney Griller at the Royal Academy of Music. He was a founder member of
the Bochmann Quartet. In 1983 he became principal cello with the London Mozart Players. 
Pascal Rogé (piano) was born in 1951. In 1962, at the age of 11, he was admitted to the Paris
Conservatoire. At 18, he performed solo recitals in both Paris and London, although his
major breakthrough came in 1971, winning first prize in the Jacques Thibaud International
Competition. Rogé's particular strength is considered his sensitive and personal
interpretations of twentieth-century French composers. 

15. Natalie Clein, cello, with Charles Owen, piano, 10 March 2002
MS 388 A4033/3

Natalie Clein was born in Dorset in 1977 and was 16 when she came to widespread attention
winning both the BBC Young Musician of the Year and the Eurovision Competition for
Young Musicians. As a student she was awarded the Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother
Scholarship by the Royal College of Music before completing her studies in Vienna. Natalie
Clein is a professor at the Royal College of Music in London

16. Michael Collins, clarinet, and Kathryn Stott, piano, 13 October 2002
MS 388 A4033/3

Michael Collins, aged 16, won the woodwind prize in the first BBC Young Musician of the
Year Competition, going on to make his American debut at New York’s Carnegie Hall at the
age of 22. Since then he has performed as a soloist with many of the world’s major orchestras
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and renowned conductors. Collins has become increasingly highly regarded as a conductor in
his own right and in September 2010 took the position of Principal Conductor of the City of
London Sinfonia.
Kathryn Stott was born in Lancashire and studied at the Yehudi Menuhin School and the
Royal College of Music. She was a prize-winner at the Leeds International Piano
Competition 1978. Recognised as one of Britain’s most versatile and imaginative musicians,
Kathryn Stott has played with many of the world’s leading instrumentalists. She has been
recording and performing with the cellist Yo Yo Ma for nearly thirty years.

Case 4: Operatic societies and college songs

Operatic societies

Light opera has been performed at the University for decades with productions regularly
drawing from the Gilbert and Sullivan series. The joint works of Gilbert and Sullivan are
among the most famous comic operas of the Victorian era. Together they collaborated on
thirteen Savoy Operas, combining Gilbert’s "topsy-turvy" writing with Sullivan’s musical
inventiveness. They attained international recognition with the production of H.M.S. Pinafore
in 1878. The following decade was marked by a series of successes, including The Pirates of
Penzance (1879), Patience (1881), Iolanthe (1882), Princess Ida (1884), The Mikado (1885),
Ruddigore (1887), The Yeomen of the Guard (1888), and The Gondoliers (1889). After a split
the pair reunited briefly for Utopia Limited (1893) and The Grand Duke (1896).

Performances at the University have been held by the University College Southampton
Choral and Orchestral Society, the University of Southampton Operatic Society, and the
Southampton Operatic Society. The Southampton Operatic Society, founded by Miss Edith
Ashtown in 1924, is the oldest musical society in Southampton. The Society’s productions
have been staged at a range of venues across the city, including Watts Hall, the Royal Pier
Pavilion, the Avenue Hall, the Grant Theatre, the Guildhall, and the Palace Theatre.
Following a hiatus during the Second World War, the Society recommenced performances in
1946, providing an annual week of opera which became an established event in the life of the
city. Since 1980, the Society has performed annually at the Nuffield Theatre.

17. Programme of the Southampton Amateur Operatic Society’s Golden Jubilee production
of Orpheus in the Underworld performed in the Southampton Guildhall, March 1974
MS 101/11 A694

While the operas presented during the previous fifty years had drawn primarily from the
Gilbert and Sullivan series, the Society’s Golden Jubilee was marked by the production of
Jacques Offenbach’s satirical take on the ancient Greek myth of Orpheus. Offenbach is
considered the most accomplished practitioner of the French operetta of the nineteenth
century and had a strong influence on the works of Gilbert and Sullivan.

18. Programme for the Southampton University Operatic Society’s production of H.M.S.
Pinafore; or, The Lass That Loved a Sailor performed in the Nuffield Theatre, 11-13
February 1965
MS 291 A1012/2/4

Set on board the H.M.S. Pinafore the opera focuses on the love between the captain's
daughter, Josephine, and the dashing sailor, Ralph Rackstraw. The opera was first performed
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on 25 May 1878 at the Opéra Comique in London. It marked Gilbert and Sullivan’s fourth
operatic collaboration and became their first international sensation. It was also the first
opera performed by the Southampton Operatic Society at the Nuffield Theatre in June 1980.

19. ‘Sixty Years Young’ Souvenir Album of the Southampton Operatic Society, 1984
MS 101/11 A694

The album marks the Society’s Diamond Jubilee and provides an account of the operas
performed each decade during its sixty year history. As illustrated on the cover, performances
were primarily from the Gilbert and Sullivan series, a tradition that has continued with the
Society’s annual performances at the Nuffield Theatre.

20. Photograph album of the University of Southampton Operatic Society’s production of
The Mikado; or, The Town of Titipu performed in the University Assembly Hall, 3-6
February 1960
MS 1 UNI/7/198/1

Set in the imaginary Japanese town of Titipu during the 1880s, the exotic setting of The
Mikado gave Gilbert greater liberty to satirise contemporary British politics and society. The
opera originally opened at the Savoy Theatre on 14 March 1885, marking the ninth
collaboration between Gilbert and Sullivan. It became the most successful of the Savoy
Operas and remains the most frequently performed. The University production was
photographed by Raymond V.Turley  who also acted as musical director and conducted the2

performances.

A note in the inside cover, dated 5 October 1970, reads: “This book of photographs was hung
on the Student Union notice board to enable those taking part in the production to select and
order any copies they required. The copies were subsequently printed by the photographer
(working long hours in a darkened bathroom at home) and retailed at a modest profit!”

21. Programme for the University College Southampton Choral and Orchestral Society’s
production of The Gondoliers; or, The King of Barataria performed in the University
Assembly Hall, 5-7 March [1934]
MS 310/50 A3039

The Gondoliers originally opened at the Savoy Theatre on 7 December 1889. It marked the
twelfth collaboration between Gilbert and Sullivan and was the last of their comic operas to
achieve popular success. The University production was conducted by D.Cecil Williams,
head of Music at University College Southampton.

 Raymond Turley was awarded a BSc Physics in 1959 and a PhD in 1962. He2

subsequently worked as a Librarian at the University of Southampton for many years.
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22. Programme for the University College Southampton Choral and Orchestral Society’s
production of The Yeomen of the Guard; or, The Merryman and His Maid performed in the
University Assembly Hall, 3-5 March [1935]
MS 310/50 A3039

Set in the Tower of London, during the sixteenth century, it is the most serious of the Gilbert
and Sullivan collaborations. The Yeomen of the Guard premiered at the Savoy Theatre on 3
October 1888, and was the eleventh collaboration between Gilbert and Sullivan. The
performance at the University was conducted by D.Cecil Williams.

23. Programme for the University College Southampton Choral and Orchestral Society’s
production of The Pirates of Penzance; or, The Slave of Duty performed in the University
Assembly Hall, 6-7 March 1936
MS 224/22 A952/4

The opera’s official premiere was at the Fifth Avenue Theatre in New York City on 31
December 1879. It was the fifth collaboration between Gilbert and Sullivan. The
performance at the University was conducted by D.Cecil Williams. The programme contains
signatures of members of the cast and chorus.

24. Hartley Society photograph album displaying two images of the cast the University
College Southampton Choral and Orchestral Society’s performance of The Pirate of
Penzance from March 1936; the cast of the Society’s production of H.M.S. Pinafore from
March 1937; and the cast of the Society’s production of The Sorcerer from March 1938
MS 1 UNI/7/291/22/2

College songs
While the origins of college songs can be traced back to the Middle Ages, the earliest printed
collections date from the 18th century. One of the most popular examples is Gaudeamus
igitur (“So Let Us Rejoice”). As with many academic songs, it is a light heart composition
reflecting aspects of student life, with the term “gaudy”, commonly associated with college
feasts in the United Kingdom, believed to be derived from its opening line. College songs
take on a variety of different forms, ranging from compositions sung at graduation
ceremonies or academic feasts (often in the form of drinking songs in the latter case) to songs
associated with sports teams, student clubs and societies.

On display are a selection of songs and songbooks associated with the University of
Southampton, composed during its incarnations as Hartley University College (1902-14) and
University College Southampton (1914-52), together with songs from collections related to
the University of Southampton Boat Club and the Society of Old Hartleyans.

25. 'The Oarsman's Song' from a collection of papers related to the University of
Southampton Boat Club
MS 310/46 A2075/7

The song is attributed to Stephen Fairbairn (1862-1938), an Australian oarsman, rowing
coach and pastoralist. Fairbairn coached at Jesus College, Cambridge, Thames Rowing Club,
and The London Rowing Club. He was a prolific writer and is considered to be the master of
“sayings” when it comes to rowing.
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26. ‘Topical Song’ of Hartley University College, 30 November 1907

If you want to study subjects deep.

Come to the Hartley College.

Here you will find

To enlighten the mind

Lecturers steeped in knowledge.

If you want to pick up bargains cheap.

Come to the Hartley College.

Go to the Den,

That’s where the men

Hold annual sales at College.

We sit at desks on which we see

Fine art made very plain,

And every moment we have free

We try to swat psychology,

But all in vain !

Refrain –

But all in vain !

The work at Coll. beats everything,

The work at Coll. when in full swing

Is a thing to see and wonder at,

For what a dreadful bore ! ! !

How monotonous and slow

Lecturers are to which we go ! ! !

Whatever are they for ?

If you want to have a decent time

Come to a College soiree.

Students they dance,

Profs. look askance ;

But really they need not worry.

High explosives were not heard at all

On the night of the fifth of November.

Fair suffragettes

Catch in their nets

The boys who should us remember.

Do come to a public lecture where

The men are silent all ;

For in reserved seats in the pit

Is where the ladies have to sit

In the College hall.

Refrain –

In the College hall

The social life beats everything.

The social life when in full swing

Is a sight to see and marvel at ;

For we try to entertain,

And to you we give the pleasure

Of our efforts in our leisure

And hope ‘tis not in vain.

There’s a football match of the style first-class

Out at the Park at Shirley.

So well they play,

All of them say :

“Do come and watch us early.”

But among the girls there is no such farce,

They really can play hockey.

Men, sad to say,

Get in the way,

And so may not watch the hockey.

Though at debates we seem so dense

We're told in “twenty-eight”

That is we have not common sense

We can but “cease our eloquence,”

But all in vain !

Refrain –

But all in vain !

The study hour beats everything,

The study hour when in full swing

Is a sight to see and wonder at,

For oh ! what marvellous power

Have the subjects, one and all.

The students to enthrall

In the study hour !

MS 1 UNI/7/291/23
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27. ‘A College Song’ dedicated to the students, past and present, of the Hartley University
College, Southampton. Words written by James Montgomery and the music composed by
Charles T.Smith, a Hartley University College student, 1906-8

Men and Women Students -

Higher, higher will we climb

Up the mount of glory,

That our names may live through time,

In our country’s story

Happy, when her welfare calls,

He who conquers, he who falls,

Happy when her welfare calls

He who conquers, he who falls

Men Students -

Deeper, deeper let us toil

In the mines of knowledge;

Nature’s wealth and Learnings spoil

Win from school and college;

Delve we there for richer gems

Than the stars of diadems,

Delve we there for richer gems

Than the stars of diadems

Women Students -

Onward, Onward may we press

Through the path of duty;

Virtue is true happiness,

Excellence true beauty:

Minds are of celestial birth,

Make we then a heaven of earth,

Minds are of celestial birth

Make we then a heaven of earth

Men and Women Students -

Closer, closer let us knit

Hearts and hands together,

Closer, closer let us knit

Hearts and hands together,

Closer, closer let us knit

Hearts and hands together,

Closer, closer let us knit

Hearts and hands together,

Where our fireside comforts sit

In the wildest weather;

Where our fireside comforts sit

In the wildest weather;

Where our fireside comforts sit

In the wildest weather;

Where our fireside comforts sit

In the wildest weather;

O, they wander wide who roam,

For the joys of life from home!

O, they wander wide who roam,

For the joys of life from home! 

O, they wander wide who roam,

For the joys of life from home!

O, they wander wide who roam,

For the joys of life from home!

O they wander wide who roam,

For the joys of life from home.

O they wander wide who roam,

For the joys of life from home.

O they wander wide who roam,

For the joys of life from home.

O they wander wide who roam,

For the joys of life from home.

MS 1 UNI/7/291/23
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28. ‘The Wessex Students' Song Book’ compiled for students of the University College

Southampton, circa 1930. The book contains a collection of 33 student songs, occasionally

veering to the bawdy side, including ‘College Song’:

Strenuis! Strenuis!

Bevois and Ascupart,

Ardua cedunt

To men of high heart,

Strenuis ardua cedunt.

Southampton heroes, you

Still are our synosure,

Mighty in sword play

In faith strong and pure,

Strenuis ardua cedunt.

Blows to give, blows to take,

Life still is much the same ;

Face it like Bevois,

Keep playing the game,

Strenuis adua cedunt.

Dragons of terminals,

Maidens or marks to win,

Paynims enslaved you,

Examiners spin.

Strenuis adua cedunt.

Play the game ! Play the game !

Leather or Latin prose ;

Play up, old Hartley,

‘Tis this way life goes.

Strenuis ardua cedunt.

Goes to a merry tune,

Hero of undergrad. ;

Only to end too soon :

Play up like mad !

Strenuis ardua cedunt.

MS 310/56 A3099

29. ‘Southampton Students’ Song Book’ compiled by the Students’ Union Song Book
Committee, September 1950
MS 310/25 A1062/3

The collection includes most of the old Wessex songs, some from other sources and some
written especially for this new song book. The thirty songs are divided into a General
Section, Students’ Section, and Ceremonial, the latter of which are on display.

30. ‘A Song for Pedagogues’ from the Society of Old Hartleyans’ “Happy Days” scrapbook
MS 1 UNI/7/291/23

The song was sung at the Society of Old Hartleyans’ Annual Dinner and was composed by
F.C.Lunn, a Hartley University College student, 1914-16. The arrangement is based on ‘The
British Grenadiers’, a traditional marching song of British and Canadian military units.

Case 5: The student music scene
The 1950s saw Southampton become a fully-fledged university, receiving its royal charter on
29 April 1952. The period marked the beginning of a golden era of live music at the
University, particularly in the form of jazz and rock.

Jazz Club
Jazz as a genre of music began life among African-American communities during the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Amalgamating African and European music
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sensibilities, early jazz drew on a range of influences. Throughout its history it has
continually evolved, giving rise to many distinctive styles. A difficult genre to define, it is
most broadly recognised for its use of musical improvisation, contrasting rhythms, and
syncopating notes.

Prior to the 1930s, the influence of jazz in Britain remained limited. However, the arrival of
American jazz musicians such as Louis Armstrong and Duke Ellington meant that British
musicians (and the British public) were becoming increasingly jazz-aware. During the
Second World War all kinds of jazz and jazz-flavoured dance music flourished in London
nightclubs. By the late 1940s the jazz scene had divide into two distinct movements: modern
and traditional. British “modern jazz” was influenced by American bebop, a new style
characterised by a fast tempo together with complex harmony and rhythms. A movement in
the opposite direction was revivalism, which sought to re-engaged with traditional Dixieland
and Ragtime styles. Both the traditional and modern styles remained popular throughout the
1950s, a decade which saw a continued rise in the popularity of British jazz.

By the early 1960s, the S.U.J.C. (Southampton University Jazz Club) had become the
University’s biggest student society, largely thanks to weekly live sessions with local and
visiting bands.[33] Performances were not only affordable; they provided different styles for
different tastes, with traditional New Orleans Jazz played in the Refectory and Modern Jazz
played in the Terrace Room. By this time, jazz had official established itself as an integral
part of the student social scene with nearly all dances and socials featuring jazz groups, either
as support or as the main attraction. Meanwhile, the University was producing a number of
its own jazz bands,[32] including Group One, an eight piece band who won the Southern
Semi-Finals of the International University Jazz Festival competition in 1960; as well as the
Dudley Hyams Quintet and Apex Jazzmen who took first and second place in the Regional
Semi-Finals at Bristol in 1962.

31. ‘Music hath Charms, A Survey of a jazz club with comments from poets’, Goblio, 1955
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9

32. ‘SUJC plays Home and Away’, recordings of the Southampton University Jazz Club,
1960
MS 224/25 A870

The record contains performances by the University jazz bands Group One and Apex
Jazzmen. An audio track of the record is available to listen to using the headphones next to
the screen display.

33. Photo Feature on ‘Jazz Club’ written by Jerry Palmer with photographs by Bernard
Bailey, from Wessex News, 10 October 1961
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9
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Rock music
While the British Jazz scene continued to develop and innovate throughout the 1960s and
beyond, there was a significant decline in the popularity of jazz at the University by the
middle of the decade. However, the vibrant music scene continued with the 1960s and 1970s
bringing a range of big names in rock to Southampton. An extensive expansion of the
University during the late 1950s and early 1960s enabled the Students’ Union to extend into
the whole of the West Building. This provided the Union with sufficient space to support live
performances at a time when rock music was emerging as a tougher, more serious, and
increasingly experimental development of 1950s rock and roll.

Performances held at the Union during the late 1960s included the likes of Manfred Mann
(24 June 1966); T-Rex (26 January 1968); and the Yardbirds (2 March 1968), who played
Connaught Hall with Jimmy Page on guitar and student band Nelsons Column as support.
Pink Floyd played the Union twice (26 January 1968 and 9 May 1969), while the Moody
Blues (8 February 1969) performing a set they later recorded at the Royal Albert Hall. The
1970s witnessed a further evolution of rock as it became the dominant form of popular
music. The decade brought an even stronger mix of live performances, including the likes of
Deep Purple (3 October 1970); The Velvet Underground (22 October 1971); Stone The
Crows (30 October 1971); Barclay James Harvest (26 October 1971 and 8 February 1972);
Genesis (7 December 1972); Captain Beefheart (5 May 1973 and 24 November 1975);
Tangerine Dream (22 November 1974); Procol Harum (28 November 1975); and Talking
Heads (25 January 1978), who were supported by Dire Straits in one of their first live
performances. But what most people recall from this decade is the legendary gig by Led
Zeppelin in March 1973.[36]

34. ‘Rag ’64’ edition of Small Wessex, 23 February 1965. Supplement to the Wessex News
and published by Southampton University Student's Council
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9

35. ‘Sheerwater’ from Wessex News, 11 February 1972
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9

Sheerwater were a student band formed in Southampton in October 1970 as a result of
various notices on the union noticeboard. The group was originally formed of Vaughan
Pearce and Roy Hovey on guitar, Dave Morgan on bass, Andy Stimson on drums, Mike
Holdom on bongos, and Gwen Taylor on vocals. While their melodic folk-jazz-rock style
was noted for its West Coast sound, the band claimed their main influences to be the likes of
Yes, King Crimson, John McLaughlin and Frank Zappa. Their first live performance took
place in March 1971 in the Union Ballroom. In the autumn of the same year they played their
first paid gig as support to The Velvet Underground and the following spring provided
support for Steeleye Span during Dragon. However, bassist David Morgan considers their
greatest gig to be as support for Queen at Basingstoke College in 1973.

36. ‘LZ Live at Clive’s’ from Wessex News, 8 March 1973
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9

Led Zeppelin played two shows at the University, the first taking place on 11 March 1971.
By the time of their second show on 22 January 1973 they had become one of the biggest
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rock bands in the world. It was the second of two shows performed in Southampton, the first
taking place on 21 January at the Gaumont Theatre (now the Mayflower Theatre). The
University gig, performed at the Old Refectory, was not originally scheduled on the 1972-3
UK tour, with the date added after the original tour programme had already been printed. It
was the only gig from the tour to be professionally recorded and is noted for its more intimate
ambience in contrast to later stadium era recordings. The mellotron track from ‘Stairway to
Heaven’ has since been included on the live album How The West Was Won (2003). The
tickets issued by the Students’ Union Events Committee cost £1.
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Screen
Items displayed on the screen include articles and reviews from the Wessex News, Small
Wessex and Snapdragon covering the student music scene at the University from the 1950s to
the late 1970s.

‘Jazz Band To Be Proud Of’ from Wessex News, 6 November 1958
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9

‘Poetry and Jazz’ reviewed by Jerry Palmer from Wessex News, 24 October 1961
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9

‘New Jazz Original’ and ‘Dizzy and Coltrane - Jazz Contrasts’ from Wessex News, 24
November 1961
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9

‘Jazz success - First & Second at Bristol’ and ‘Hyams and Apex at Bristol’ from Wessex
News, 13 February 1962 
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9

‘The Jazz Cult’ from Wessex News, 22 March 1962 
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9

‘Have a Sour Grape’ by Pete Middleton from Small Wessex, 19 January 1965 
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9

‘Monte’s Magnificent Midsummer Mann’ from Wessex News, 30 June 1966 
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9

‘Moody Blues Show up!’ and ‘Jazz’ by Rog Whittaker from Wessex News, 14 February 1969 
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9

‘Deep Purple’ from Snapdragon, no.1, October 1970 
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9

‘Sandy Denny and Marc Ellington’ and ‘Stone the Crows’ reviews from Wessex News, 30
October 1971 
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9

‘Velvet Underground and Sheerwater’ review from Wessex News, 10 November 1971 
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9

‘Wurzel Rock (or Scrumpy and Western)’ and ‘Steeleye Span and Sheerwater’ reviews from
Wessex News, 18 March 1972 
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9

‘Tangerine Dream’ review from Wessex News, 5 December 1974 
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9
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‘Art Without Distortion: A Story of Beefheart’ by Tony Bevan from Wessex News, 29
January 1976
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9

‘Talking Heads’ review by Graeme Quar from Wessex News, 9 February 1978
University Printed Collection per LF 789.9

The audio track is from the record ‘SUJC plays Home and Away',[32] containing
performances by the University jazz bands Group One and Apex Jazzmen. Side one contains
performances of ‘I Love Paris’, ‘Sent for You Yesterday’, and ‘Waiting for Turner’ by Group
One, recorded in concert at the International University Jazz Festival Inter-Varsity Jazz Band
Competition Semi-finals, at the Victoria Rooms, Bristol, on 10 February 1960. Side two
contains performances of ‘That Teasin’ Rag’, ‘Bye ‘n’ Bye’, ‘The Bucket’s Got A Hole In
It’, ‘Rita’s Turns’, and ‘Tin Roof Blues’ by the Apex Jazzmen, recorded under the
“influence” in the Students’ Union, Southampton, on or about 10 March 1960.

*********

Thanks to John Garfield for permission to exhibit his photographs and to colleagues in
Special Collections, Hartley Library, for their work on this exhibition.

The Special Collections Gallery
The Special Collections Gallery was created in 2004 with support from the Heritage Lottery
Fund and a major investment by the University of Southampton in the remodelling and
extension of the Hartley Library. There are three or four exhibitions each year based on the
collections. For information on forthcoming exhibitions, please see 
http://www.southampton.ac.uk/archives/exhibitions/calendar.html

Further information about the collections
The manuscript collections are described in two guides by C.M.Woolgar and K.Robson: A
guide to the archive and manuscript collections of the Hartley Library: MSS 1–200
(Southampton: University of Southampton Library, 1992) and A guide to the archive and
manuscript collections of the Hartley Library: MSS 201–300 (Southampton: University of
Southampton Library, 2000). The guides, with information about additional material and
more recent accessions, and detailed catalogues of some of the collections are available on
the Special Collections website, at http://www.southampton.ac.uk/archives/. The printed
collections are described in the Library’s main on-line public access catalogue, WebCat, at
http://www.southampton.ac.uk/library/. The websites contain information about
arrangements for access to the collections and opening times.

Karen Robson and John Rooney
2015
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